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Kanoo Energy, a business unit of Kanoo Industrial & 
Energy, showcased its range of world-class sustainable 
technological innovations once again at Abu Dhabi 
International Petroleum Exhibition and Conference 
(ADIPEC) 2022, which was held from October 31 to 
November 3 at the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre 
(ADNEC).

Kanoo Energy has been participating at ADIPEC regularly 
for almost two decades now in order to strengthen 
existing partnerships and create new ones. This year, 
the division presented its strategy and solutions that are 
accelerating the growing demand for energy transition

Through its collaborative offerings divided in industrial 
and technology categories,  Kanoo Energy managed 
to attract innovators and experts across the world and 
mirror its commitment to enable the industry here in the 
UAE to move towards a low-carbon economy – a move 
that is central to the Sustainability Goals. 

Among these products recently showcased and 
introduced included screw pump technology and 
progressive cavity pumps, bulk fluid handling solutions, 
high-quality safety equipment, carbon capture 
solutions, 3D printing and additive manufacturing 
technology, unique laser-based scan technology to 
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measure greenhouse gas emissions, Insulation (CuI) 
& Risk Based Inspection (RBI) services, zero-emission 
assembling solutions, and Dilating Disk Valves, among 
others.

Commenting on the participation, Ali Abdulla Kanoo, 
president at Kanoo Industrial and Energy, said: “For 
over decades now, ADIPEC remains a very important 
platform and a great initiative from ADNOC. It is a great 
arrangement to bring together global industry leaders 
from around the world. With our participation at ADIPEC 
2022, Kanoo Energy strengthens our commitment 
to align with the UAE vision to pioneer a new era of 
technology development in the future of energy.”

Manoj Tripathy, CEO at Kanoo Industrial and Energy, 
added: “We are contributing towards building national 
capacities in energy technologies. This involves Kanoo 
Energy investing into renewable energy, gas-fired 
power solutions, the internet of things (IoT), using AI 
in an energy production unit, 3D printing, and additive 
manufacturing, etc.”

Some of the major key partners that showcased their 
solutions this year as part of the Kanoo Energy stand 
included Circor, Woodfield, Uvex, Dopak, Keksa, 
Kongsberg Ferrotech, Mirico, Carbon Clean, Corrosion 
Radar, Imaginarium, and Clarke Valve.



ADIPEC Annual Gala Dinner

Kanoo Energy also held its annual Gala dinner at W Hotel 
Sky Lounge in Abu Dhabi on November 1 to celebrate 
its participation, as well honor its industry partners and 
division members that played a huge part in the success 
of the event. The dinner, which saw live entertainment 
and networking activities, was attended by participating 
principals, staff members and some key invitees, 

Among those who attended included Maarten Geeraerts, 
the Group CEO of Yusuf bin Ahmed Kanoo Group, 
and Fahad Kanoo, the CEO of The Kanoo Group. In 
addition, Manoj Kumar Tripathy, CEO of I&E welcomed 
the gathering, while Ali Abdulla Kanoo, President, I&E 
delivered the keynote address. 
 



In addition, the following partners and members were 
recognized at the event: 

• Eastman for being the best performing principal 
award and the best distributor in the region

• Uvex for its supreme performance in 2022 and for 
being a partner of Kanoo Energy for more than 3 
decades 

• Kanoo Energy’s staff members, Sai Gokul and 
Mohamed Azharuddin for being joint Employees of 
the Year 

• Kanoo Energy (honored by Uvex and Clarke Valve) 
for being the best distributor

• BASF for being one of the leading performers this 
year.

 
Kanoo Industrial & Energy is part of The Kanoo Group 
and The Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo Group, one of the 

largest family-owned independent groups of companies 
in the region. Within The Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo 
Group, the Industrial & Energy Business group is a 
leading Engineering service provider to the core sector 
Industries, covering but not limiting to: Oil & Gas, Power, 
Utility, Mining, and Construction etc. across Saudi 
Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, and Oman. The Group also has 
at least 30 plus Joint Ventures in the region–successfully 
running them with some of the reputed names from 
around the world like HALLIBURTON, BASF, and AKZO 
NOBEL, etc. 

Hosted by the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC), 
ADIPEC is the world’s most influential meeting place 
where oil, gas and energy companies and professionals 
convene in-person, safely and securely. These industry 
experts engage and identify the opportunities that will 
unlock new value in an evolving energy landscape.


